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RSP (rate of subproblem proliferation), see master method, meaning of the three cases
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RWS (rate of work shrinkage), see master method, meaning of the three cases
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3-SAT, see 3-SAT
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as a mixed integer program, 548, 652
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is NP-hard, 555
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search tree
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supported operations, 239
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DSelect, see DSelect
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reduces to sorting, 121
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applications, 392
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Bellman-Ford algorithm, see Bellman-Ford algorithm, 462
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Dijkstra’s algorithm, see Dijkstra’s shortest-path algorithm
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single-source, 198, 415, 459, 461
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single-source shortest path problem, see shortest paths, single-source
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solutions, xvi, 632–654
solver, 536, see also magic box
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scorecard, 238
supported operations, 237
unsupported operations, 239
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sorting, 458
HeapSort, see HeapSort
MergeSort, see MergeSort
MergeSort vs. QuickSort, 90
QuickSort, see QuickSort
applications, 11, 26
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by key, 11
comparison-based, 112
in linear time, 320
in place, 90
in Unix, 112
lower bound, 112, 114–115
non-comparison-based, 113
problem definition, 11, 218
randomized, 102, 114
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strongly connected components
and the 2-SAT problem, 197
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giant, 191
in a reversed graph, 186, 189
linear-time computation, see Kosaraju’s algorithm
meta-graph of, 182
sink, 184
source, 185
topological ordering of, 182, 185
via depth-first search, 181, 183
submodular function maximization, 514–515, 649
greedy algorithm, 514
subsequence, 413
subset sum problem
is NP-hard, 570
is pseudopolynomial-time solvable, 570
partition special case, 576
problem definition, 569
reduces to knapsack, 575, 652
reduces to makespan minimization, 576, 653
reduction from independent set, 570–573
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Sudoku, 154, 212, 452, 580
vs. KenKen, 112
superteam, 132
tabu search, 508, see also local search
tail (of an edge), 143
Tardos, Eva, 132, 181, 638
task scheduling, 143, 174, 175
team-hiring, see maximum coverage
test cases, xvi
Tetris, 413
theorem, 15
Θ(f(n)), see big-theta notation
theta notation, see big-theta notation
three-step recipe, see NP-completeness, three-step recipe
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topological sorting, 174–180
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problem definition, 177
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in non-acyclic graphs, 181, 184
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running time analysis, 179
tour (of a graph), 443
transitive closure (of a binary relation), 429
traveling salesman problem
2-OPT algorithm, see 2-OPT algorithm
2-change, 499
3-OPT algorithm, 506
3-change, 506
applications, 445
as a mixed integer program, 547, 550, 651
Concorde solver, 548
conjectured intractability, 446
dynamic programming, see Bellman-Held-Karp algorithm (for the TSP)
ehaustive search, 444, 446, 470, 579
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is NP-hard, 497, 568
metric instances, 516–517, 576, 649
MST heuristic, 516, 649
nearest neighbor algorithm, 497, 501, 518
number of tours, 443, 446
on non-complete graphs, 443
optimal substructure, 521–522, 524–525
path version, 445, 469, 555
problem definition, 443
reduction from undirected Hamiltonian path, 568–569
search version, 575
tree instances, 470, 647
tree, 146
binary, 226
chain, 243
complete, 226
depth (of a node), 311
forest, 315
height, 240, 243
optimal binary search, see optimal binary search trees
root, 226
search, see search tree
TSP, see traveling salesman problem
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